THE EFFECT OF VOLATILE MATTER OF NON-COKING COAL ON THE REDUCTION OF IRON OXIDE AT NON-ISOTHERMAL CONDITION
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Abstract: The volatile matter of non-coking coal was used for the reduction of hematite in argon atmosphere at non-isothermal condition. A thermal gravimeter furnace enable to use an 80 mm-height crucible was designed for the experiments to measure the weight changes of about 10 grams samples. A two-layered array of coal and alumina and four-layered array of iron oxide, alumina, coal and alumina was used for the devolatilization and reduction experiments, respectively. The net effect of volatile reduction of Fe2O3 was determined and it was observe that 45% reduction has been achieved. Three distinct regions were recognized on the reduction curve. The reduction of hematite to magnetite could be completely distinguished from the two other regions on the reduction curve. At 600-950°C, the reduction was accelerated. 63% of volatile matter resulted in 25% of total reduction before 600°C while the remaining volatile matter contributed to 75% of the total reduction. From the reduction rate diagram, the stepwise reduction of the iron oxides could be concluded. The partial overlap of the reduction steps were identified through the XRD studies. The starting temperature of magnetite and wüstite reduction were determined at about 585°C and at 810°C, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coal possesses play undoubtedly the most important role in the iron making processes. Coking coal is used in the pig iron production, while the non-coking coal is used in the coal-based iron making methods[1] Some of the future iron making technologies would be the coal-based methods. Minimizing the amount of carbon dioxide emission and the energy consumption, and increasing the performance of the iron making process are the main goals in the suggested methods [2, 3].

Volatile matter (VM) of the coal is considered as an useless matter in the reduction process. It causes various problems in the process, including lowering the furnace temperature, high oxygen and coal requirements, high carbon dioxide concentration in the off-gas, lowering the degree of DRI metallization, and more tarry materials in the gas [4, 5]. When coal is heated, these volatiles are released and can dissociate at high temperatures to generate highly reducing gases like CO and H2. Therefore, the volatiles are capable of reducing iron oxides. However, little is known about the nature and extent of the reaction between iron oxide and volatiles [6, 7].

The effects of VM of coal on the iron oxide reduction in the form of composite pellet have been studied [8-10]. Kumar et al. [8] showed that the higher reduction rate in the early time of reduction of the pellet may be attributed to the combined effects of rapid release of volatile matter from the coal and the less resistance offered in the flow of reducing gases inside the pellet. Donskoi et al. [10] showed that the effect of volatiles on a pellet is very significant and the more volatiles in the initial mixture the higher the degree of reduction obtained only by volatiles without involving the fixed carbon gasification reactions. Some studies have been carried out isothermally [8, 9, 11-13] and some papers have been published on non-isothermal reduction [10, 11, 14].

In the present study, volatiles were used for the reduction of iron oxide in non-isothermal condition. Closeness to the industrial condition is an advantage of non-isothermal study. The
reduction and the reduction rate diagrams were studied.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A high-purity hematite powder with a particle size of minus 53 micron was used in this study. The chemical composition of the hematite is presented in Table 1. A high-volatile non-coking coal was used to release the VM for the reduction tests. Approximate analysis of the coal is given in Table 2. A thermal gravimeter furnace (TGF) enable to use an 80 mm-height crucible was designed for this study. The TGF was equipped with a measuring system capable of weighing up to 500g with an accuracy of 0.01g. Figure 1 shows the schematic design of TGF. Due to the large size of samples, there was a difference between furnace temperature and sample temperature. All temperatures were reported centered-sample-based. The sample temperature was measured by a type-K thermocouple. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>moisture</th>
<th>Ash</th>
<th>Volatile matter</th>
<th>Carbon total</th>
<th>Fixed carbon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight percent</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Chemical composition and particle size of iron oxide

Table 2. Proximate analysis of coal, Fixed carbon and Hydrogen of coal
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3. Gas flow meter
4. Furnace box
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7. Weighting unit
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9. Sample
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11. Sample thermocouple
12. Weighting data recorder
13. Thermocouple data recorder
14. Chart recorder

Fig. 1. Schematic thermal gravimeter furnace (TGF).
experiments were designed so that a multi-layered array could be used to study the reduction of iron oxide by the VM. Figure 2a and b show the array of materials for the experiments of devolatilization behavior of coal in two-layered array (a) and the reduction of iron oxide by VM in four-layered array (b). As can be seen, a dividing layer of alumina was used between the coal and the iron oxide to avoid direct contact. Therefore, only the VM was acted as a reductant in the reduction process. In the array designed for devolatilization, alumina was used so that the rate of devolatilization in the two-layered array would be similar to the one in the four-layered array for the reduction of iron oxide. The crucible was made of A310 stainless steel.

The crucible was placed in the furnace at room temperature and was heated to the desired temperature. The furnace was heated at constant power. The sampling frequency for temperature and weight was 1 Hz.

The devolatilization percent and the reduction degree are calculated as follows:

For devolatilization experiments:

\[ \Delta W_c = W_2 - W_1 \]  

where \( \Delta W_c \) is the weight loss of coal and \( \% \Delta W_c \) devolatilization percent. For the reduction experiments:

\[ \Delta W_{(Fe_2O_3+c)} = W_3 - W_4 \]  

\[ \Delta W_{(Fe_2O_3)} = \Delta W_{(Fe_2O_3+c)} - \Delta W_c \]  

\[ W_{(A)} = \frac{48}{160} \eta_{Fe_2O_3} \times W_{(Fe_2O_3)} \]  

in which \( W_3 \) and \( W_4 \) are the weights of crucible before and after the reduction experiment, respectively. \( W(Fe_2O_3) \) and \( \eta(Fe_2O_3) \) are the weight and purity of hematite, respectively, \( \Delta W(Fe_2O_3+C) \) is the weight loss of multi-layered array crucible, \( \Delta W(Fe_2O_3) \) the weight loss of iron oxide.
oxide layer, and WO₂ the total weight of the oxygen in the iron oxide. Finally, the degree of reduction is calculated by equation (6):

\[
%\text{R.D.} = \frac{\Delta W_{(FeO)}}{W_{(O₂)}}\times100
\]  

(6)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FACTSAGE® program was used to study the thermodynamical equilibrium conditions of the reaction. Based on calculation with FACTSAGE, the amount of VM used in each experiment was enough to complete the reduction of hematite. The calculation was based on the proximate analysis of the coal, the carbon total (see Table 2), devolatilization curve (Fig. 4) and the hypothesis that the rate of evolution of individual volatile component is proportional to its weight fraction remaining in the char [15]. In the experimental conditions of this study the VM could practically reduce hematite to a maximum of 45%. The difference between theoretical and experimental results was due to thermodynamical and kinecal constrains for the reduction as explained in the following paragraphs.

Figure 3 represents the TG-based reduction curve for the reduction of hematite by the VM. The reduction curve can be divided into three distinct regions. The first region extended to 11% reduction degree. Region (II) was a plateau indicating that the reduction had been practically stopped. At region (III) the reduction restarted and continued up to 45%.

![Graph showing reduction degree vs. temperature](image)

**Fig. 3.** Reduction of iron oxide by the VM in argon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Three stages of the reduction of hematite to metallic iron</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of Stage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At region (I), hematite reduced to magnetite. As it can be seen in Table 3, the reduction of hematite to metallic iron by gaseous reductants occurs in three stages. At stage (I), hematite to magnetite reduction completes when the reduction degree reaches 11%. Chemical analysis of the sample taken from the end of region (I) of Fig. 3 showed the average of 29.8% of FeO, which is close to complete conversion of hematite to magnetite. The XRD pattern of the sample taken from the end of this stage showed the existence of Fe$_3$O$_4$ and a few peaks of Fe$_2$O$_3$ (Fig. 5). This suggests a higher reduction at the bottom layer compared to the upper sections of the sample. This is expected since the reducing potential of the gases are higher at the bottom of the column.

The reduction did not proceed at region (II). According to Baur-Glaessner diagram (Fig. 6), the reduction would restart either by increasing
the partial pressure of CO or H₂ at a temperature below 570 °C, or by increasing the temperature to above 570 °C which is needed for the reduction of Fe₃O₄ to FeO at proper CO₂ : CO and/or H₂O:H₂ ratio. On the other hand, decomposition of heavy hydrocarbons begins at about 550 °C which produces matters with higher reducing potential [16, 17]. Therefore, the reduction could restart and continue readily.

Region (III) of Fig. 3 extends to the end of devolatilization and the maximum reduction was obtained when the temperature raised to about 950 °C. According to ASTM D3175, this temperature is known as the temperature determining the total VM content of the coal.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that that 11% of the reduction achieved by 63 % of the total VM before 600 °C, while the remaining VM leads to 34% of reduction up to 950 °C. These results showed the role of increased temperature on the effective utilization of VM. Also, it can be related to the decomposing of hydrocarbons at temperatures above 550 °C and high concentration and high amounts of the reductants [7]. Also, Fig. 4 represented the 7% of initial devolatilization did not contribute to reduction because of the volatiles did not have reducing potential and made of H₂O and CO₂ [18].

The Differential thermogravimetry (DTG) curve of Fig. 7a represents the reduction rate of iron oxide by the VM. The DTG curve can be divided into three individual curves (Fig. 7b). Curve (I) is representative of hematite to magnetite reduction. The extrapolated right end of the curve has been drawn on the base of the reduction curve. The area of curve (I) is approximately equal to 11 % reduction (Fig. 8a).

The reduction of magnetite to wüstite is shown by curve (II) in Fig. 7b. This curve is derived from the main curve. The two ends of the curve have been extrapolated based on the theoretical and experimental results. The left end was extrapolated based on Baur-Glaessner diagram. The wüstite cannot be formed under 570 °C. The XRD pattern of region (II) of Fig. 3 (see Fig. 4b) does not show wüstite. The right end was extrapolated on the basis of the XRD patterns of the (C) and (D) points of the Fig. 3. The XRD pattern of point (C) showed that Fe₃O₄ existed at the 33% reduction, while theoretically, at 33% reduction, Fe₃O₄ must completely be converted to FeO (see Fig. 9). This implies the effect of heat transfer on the reduction process. Because of large size of the crucible, outside temperature of the sample is higher than the that of the inside.

The XRD pattern of point (D) in Fig. 9 shows the existence of FeO and Fe. The surface area of curve (II) is equal to about 18% reduction. It is somewhat different compared to 22% reduction for Fe₃O₄ to FeO conversion. The difference is most probably due to extrapolating and subtraction of the curves. The beginning of the
reduction of wüstite to metallic iron is shown by curve (III) in Fig. 7b. At this stage, the reduction reached to the maximum amount possible due to finishing of the devolatilization process.

More investigation on the three curves were done by other experiments. A sample was reduced to about 11% and cooled under the argon atmosphere. The sample was again reduced by VM non-isothermally. It was observed that the reduction began at 585 °C which is nearly the predicted temperature by the extrapolated curve (Fig. 10a).

Another sample was prepared by 33% reduction of hematite and cooling to room temperature. The sample was again reduced non-isothermally by VM. It can be seen that reduction has begun at 810 °C (Fig. 10b). The temperature was higher than the predicted temperature by the subtracted curve, and it laid in the temperature range of the Fe₂O₄ to FeO reduction. The reduction of magnetite and wüstite by the VM shows that the extrapolated

Fig. 7 (a)-The Differential Thermogravimetry (DTG) curve for the TG-based reduction curve of the reduction of hematite by VM. (b) the subtracted and extrapolated curves from the DTG diagram

Fig. 8. Surface area of the curve (I) and (II) calculated from Fig. 7
Fig. 9. The XRD pattern of point (C) and (D) of the Fig.3. : B, C, D corresponding to Fe$_2$O$_3$, FeO and Fe respectively

Fig. 10(a) Reduction of magnetite by VM. (b) Reduction of wustite by VM

curves can very well predict the three steps of reduction of hematite to metallic iron.

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. Volatile matter could non-isothermally reduce hematite to a maximum of 45% at a multi-layered array column. The three distinct regions are detected on the reduction curve.

2. The reduction of hematite to magnetite is completely distinguishable from the other steps of the reduction due to thermodynamical constraints. After reduction of hematite, the reduction process practically stopped. When the temperature reached to about 580 °C, the reduction restarted. By increasing the temperature, the reduction accelerated until the devolatilization process gradually terminated.

3. Considering the devolatilization and reduction curves, it is concluded that before 600 °C, 63% of the volatile matter reduced hematite up to 11% i.e. hematite to magnetite, while at higher temperatures, the remaining volatile matter reduced the sample to 45%.
4. The Differential thermogravimetry curve shows a stepwise manner for the reduction of hematite. The extrapolated and subtracted curves very well predict the starting temperature of magnetite-wüstite reduction and wüstite-metallic iron reduction.
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